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Unit Tasks

1
Reading for  
academic  
purposes 
P1

Text 1a:	Reading for academic purposes

	 Reading for general understanding

	 Reading for specific details

	 Paragraph reorganisation

	 Inferring meaning from context

	 Identifying word class

	 Reading for a purpose

	 Recalling information

	 Reflection

Text 1b:	The SQ3R reading and study system

	 Reading and mind mapping

	 Summarising the SQ3R system

2
Sustainable  
energy
P15

Text 2a:	Using waste, Swedish city cuts its fossil fuel use (1)

	 Reading for specific information

	 Synonyms and word classes

Text 2b:	Using waste, Swedish city cuts its fossil fuel use (2)

	 Reading for specific information

	 Differentiating between main ideas and supporting details

	 Ways of making notes

	 Creating mind maps

	 Summarising in note form
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3
The business of  
science 
P27

Text 3a:	Stop selling out science to commerce

	 Fast reading

	 Reading for specific details

	 Understanding rhetorical questions and identifying the 

thesis

	 Scanning and close reading

	 Reading recall

	 Inferring meaning from context

	 Paragraph reorganisation

	 Text-referring words

Text 3b:	Is business bad for science?

	 Predicting text content

	 Comparing texts and reading for details

	 Scanning and close reading

	 Identifying and using reporting language

	 Understanding and using modifying language

4 Society today 
P43

Text 4a:	Growing grey

	 Considering the title and the introduction

	 Considering subheadings and displayed information

	 Making notes

	 Writing a summary

Text 4b:	Well connected? The biological implications of 
“social networking”

	 Considering the title and abstract

	 Reading and making notes

	 Making notes and drawing conclusions

	 Writing a summary
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5 Food security 
P53

Text 5a:	Diet and sustainability key to feeding the world: 
A food security report

	 Surveying the text

	 Search reading: Practising fast, accurate reading

	 Identifying functions of the text: Annotating the text

	 Examining the writer’s choice of language for emphasis

Text 5b:	The challenge of feeding 9 billion people

	 Understanding the Focus task

	 Predicting specific content in a text

	 Identifying the main ideas

	 Developing notes

	 Organising paragraphs into a logical order

	 Working out meaning from context and considering word 

class

Text 5c:	Closing the yield gap

	 Identifying the function of paragraphs

	 Annotating the text using the Cornell system

Text 5d: Dealing with the situation 

	 Predicting the content of the text

 Identifying the main ideas: Matching headings to sections

 Identifying and dealing with assumed knowledge

 Making use of displayed information

 Producing notes
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6
Human resource 
management  
P77

Text 6a:	Background and origins of people management

 Defining the topic
 Expanding definitions
 Completing notes: Building background information
 Vocabulary extension: Producing sentences to activate use 

of words
 Developing ideas about the topic
 Reading for general understanding: Considering section 

headings
 Making use of the text: Simulating preparation for a group 

presentation
 Identifying and summarising key points

 Main points and supporting ideas: Considering the function 
of sentences

Text 6b:	 International human resource management

 Practising fast, accurate reading
 Using research as evidence
 Identifying the writer’s purpose
 Preparing notes to support a topic

7
Sustainable 
fashion 

P97 

Text 7a:	Material diversity

 Reflection and discussion
 Surveying the text
 Identifying the main ideas: Matching headings to sections
 Identifying functions of the text: Annotating the text
 Identifying the writer’s purpose: Annotating the text
 Producing a selective summary: Scanning the text and 

selecting ideas

Text 7b:	Sustainable fashion

 Reflection and discussion
 Identifying main ideas
 Reading for specific details
 Finding supporting information

Text 7c:	The future of eco-fashion: A design-driven approach

 Analysing the title
 Working out meaning from context
 Asking questions about the text
 Reading for a purpose: Using annotation, summarising
 Dictionary work: Identifying words and definitions
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8
The tipping 
point  
P117

Text 8a: An extract from The Tipping Point: How Little 
Things Can Make a Big Difference

 Reading and discussion: Examining specific points

Text 8b: Mental epidemics

 Pre-reading: Definitions
 Identifying functions of the text
 Reading for specific information
 Dealing with unfamiliar words: Identifying word meaning 

from context and function
 Analysing the writer’s choice of expression
 Writing a selective summary: Deconstructing a question

Text 8c: An interview with Malcolm Gladwell

 Identifying main ideas

Text 8d: The Tipping Point by Malcolm Gladwell: Book 
review

 Reading for specific information
 Understanding general ideas: Matching questions to sections
 Academic style

    Reading texts P133

    Glossary P210
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